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In [1] there appears the following problem due to Leo Moser"

(M) Let G be a group of order n. Then for every sequence gl, g of
n not necessarily distinct elements of G, there is a consecutive subsequence
gs gs+ gt (1 <_ s <_ <_ n) such that gg+ gt 1, the identity
of G.

In this paper we extend and generalize this property of groups. A by-
product of our results is a new criterion for a subset of a group to be a sub-
group. The authors would like to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions
and his proof of Theorem 2 which we present here.
Let G be a group (not necessarily finite) and K a subgroup of G. An

n-sequence of G is a sequence gl, gn of n not necessarily distinct elements
of G. A segment of an n-sequence gl, g of G is a subsequence of the form
g gs+l gt (1 <_ s <_ <_ n). An n-sequenceg,...,gnissaidtobe
K-reducible if some segment g, g.+,... gt has its ordered product
g g+ g in K. Otherwise the n-sequence gl, g is said to be K-ir-
reducible. A non-empty subset H of G is called K-n-reducible if n is the least
integer such that every n-sequence hi, h of H is K-reducible.

In what follows we shall use the term segment to mean both the sequence
g, g+, gt and its ordered product gg+l g. Which meaning is
employed should be clear from the context.

THEOREM 1. Let G be a group and K a subgroup of G.
and only if G is K-n-reducible.

Then [G: K] n if

Proof. It suffices to prove:

(a) if [G: K] n then G is K-r-reducible for some r _< n;
(b) if G is K-n-reducible then [G: K] _< n.

Suppose [G:K] n. Let gl,’" g be an arbitrary n-sequence of G.
Putb gl...g(i 1,...,n). Suppose tht for some i, j-- 1,...,n,

b b g+...g. Ifi>j, thenb binK. Ifi<j, then -1i j, we have -1

b.lb (g+... g)-. In either case it follows that some segment of
gl, g is in K, whence g,... g is K-reducible. Otherwise, for all
i j we hve that b-(b is not in K. This means that the right cosets b K
(i 1, n) are all distinct. Hence one of them, say b K, is K. Thus the
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segment bj is in K and again gl, g is K-reducible. ttence G is K-r-
reducible for some r < n.
To prove (b), let gl, g_ be K-irreducible, gn 1 and let g be an

arbitrary element of G. Then gl gn- g-1 is K-reducible and therefore
there exists i, 1

_
i

_
n, such that gigi+ gg-1 belongs to K. Conse-

quently g belongs to Kg g,, thus proving that [G: K]

_
n.

Reviewing the proof of Theorem 1 we can make the following observations,
the first being a useful equivalent form of irreducibility.

(1) An n-sequence gl, g of G is K-irreducible if and only if the initial
(terminal) segments g g (g g) form a set of distinct representatives
for n right (n left) cosets of K in G.

(2) If [K" 1] k and [G:K] n, then there are precisely k’-l(n 1)!
K-irreducible (n 1)-sequences g, g_ of G.

THEOREM 2. Let G be a group, K a subgroup of G, and H a union of a finite
number n of distinct right cosets of K in G. Then H is a subgroup of G if and
only if H is K-n-reducible.

Proof. If H is a subgroup of G, then H contains 1 and so contains K.
Hence [H" K] n and so, by Theorem 1, H is K-n-reducible.

Conversely, suppose H is K-n-reducible. We will show that H is a sub-
group of G. It suffices to prove that (a) K c H and that if h, hr is an
arbitrary K-irreducible sequence of H then (b) there exist hr+l,
elements of H such that h, h_ is K-irreducible, and (c) (h hr)-1 is
an element of H. Indeed, assume (a) and (c) and let u, v H; we will show
that u-iv e H ((b) is necessary only for the proof of (c)). If u-v K then by
(a), u-’v H. If either u or v belongs to K, but not both, then as KH H,
either u-iv H or v-u H and (c) implies that in both cases u-v H. Finally
assume that none of u, v, u-iv belongs to K; then by (c), v- H and as v-, u
is a K-irreducible sequence of H, (c) again implies that u-v H.

Let xl, xn be a fixed set of representatives of the cosets of K belonging
to H. To prove (a) and (b) let h, h, h+, h be a longest K-ir-
reducible sequence of H with the initial sequence h, hr and let h,+ 1.
Then the sequences hi, h,, x are K-reducible for 4 1, n and for
each i there exists s(i) such that hs(i) h+ xi K. If i j then s(i) s(j)
since x-xj does not belong to K. Therefore if no x belongs to K then

_
n

and

_
n 1 if some x belongs to K. But by the assumptions

_
n 1;

therefore n 1 and some x belongs to K. This proves (a) and (b).
Also it follows that s(i) is 1-1.
To prove (c) notice that since H is K-n-reducible, the sequences

x, h, h_ are K-reducible for i 1, n, and consequently for each i
there exists t(i) such that x ho h,() K, where h0 1. Similarly to s(i),
also t(i) is 1-1. Therefore there exists xi such that

xi h h, e K or hl h)-I
e Kx C H.
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The proof of the theorem is complete.
In the statement of Theorem 2 we may replace H by a union of n left cosets

of K in G since a trivial modification of the proof of Theorem 2 will yield a
proof of the new statement. One looks at initial segments of a K-irreducible
sequence rather than terminai ones.

COROLLARY 2.1. Let H be a subset of a group G consisting of a finite number n
of elements. Then H is a subgroup of G if and only if n is the least integer such
that for every n-sequence hi, h, of elements of H some consecutive subse-
quence As, hs+,..., ht (1

_
s

_ _
n) has its ordered product

hs h+i ht 1, the identity of G.

Proof. Reread Theorem 2 wth K 1.

COROLLARY 2.2. If G is a finite group of order n and g G, then there exists
a sequence g g, gn- such that

()
(b)

gigi+ g l for all 1 <_ i

_
j <_ n- 1,

if h G then there exists j such that g gj h.

Proof. For (a), see the proof of Theorem 2, with K 1. (b) follows from
(a) which implies that all the initial segments of the above sequence are
distinct elements of G.
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